Dear Parents and Carers
I have spoken to children and teachers about
the student led conferences.
I hear that the students ability to carry a
conversation about their learning has been
very impressive and in fact overwhelming for
some parents.
That is lovely to hear.

2020 Principal’s Christmas door

Every mini school Assistant Principal
supported by their leaders and teachers
determined to place extra effort into assisting
the children with their portfolio presentations. I
hope this has been noticed as much
conversation had focused on presentation
versus learning. In the final analysis we
agreed that presentation is a critical part of
learning and at times enhances the learning.
Students learning about the power of
“upgrading” through presentation and the
continuous nature of this process throughout
our life is crucial for ongoing success. The old
adage “the best is yet to come“ always
applies.
In the final stages of this 2019 academic year
we trust you enjoyed the conference process
and share your thoughts with your children.
They need to know how proud you are of
then , never assume they know.
Early last week we hosted the PYP celebration
Night. This event was joyful and enjoyed by
all. Happy snaps are included for your
enjoyment.
Alamanda is now on Instagram and we are
heading the start up campaign with many
photos of the Christmas activities happening

across the College. Join us at “Alamanda
College“ on Instagram. The children and their
teachers are having a lot of fun preparing for
our annual Christmas Carols and songs
evenings. Although we have 4 Carols events
and they take time, practise and effort this is a
joyous period at school where we come
together as a whole school to present a series
of happy fun filled community singing and
Christmas mayhem evenings.
Santa and Mrs Claus may make appearances
so this will be lots of fun for the children.
Get into the holiday season spirit.
Carols and song books will be available or
bring your iPad. Your children will have the
song book downloaded for the evening.
I am sure you are very aware of the plight of
our Aussie farmers. Erik Stewart has sought
out
a
wonderful
organisation—Aussie
Farmers .. and this year “we” will help this not
for profit organisation bring relief to our
desperate and depressed farming families.
Please remember to raid your piggy bank and
bring some loose change for the “pass the hat
moment” .... take action this Christmas to help
our rural friends.
May we all dare to be wise over the silly
seasons.
Merry Christmas and a very happy holiday
season.

Alamanda College Principal
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3 Way Conferences

or 5 tickets for $2. Teachers have posted the

We would like to thank all our family
members and guardians for taking the time
to celebrate our learning in ‘The Burrow’.
Our Prep students demonstrated high
levels of knowledge, a sense of pride and
much enthusiasm when presenting their
Georgia Bell
Leading Teacher

learning

from

Semester

Two.

prize on Seesaw and we invite the community
to come view the prizes near Mrs. Farrugia’s
classroom. Please remember, you must be
present to claim your prize! We love our
families watching all of the carols after all the
hard work from our Prep Team.

We

encourage our families to reflect on the
growth of our students, in all aspects of
their learning. Please take the time to fill in
the reflection form to celebrate your child’s
foundation year of schooling at Alamanda
College.

On the Carols evenings, there will be a parent
raffle, the passing of hats asking for small
donations,

with

student

representatives

speaking about the hardships farmers are
experiencing due to the drought. We invite
families to donate any amount, big or small. All
funds add up! We hope to see our community

Anne Farrugia
Acting Learning Specialist

Taking Action & Christmas Raffle

spirit come together in times of hardship.

This year at the Christmas Carols we will
be taking action as a whole community by
supporting Australian farmers and their
families, who are affected by the ongoing
drought. This year the charity we will be
raising money for is ‘Aussie Helpers’.

Christmas Carol Arrival Times
All Prep students are required to be in their
classrooms on Monday the 16th of December
at 3:30pm sharp. Whilst the Preps are getting
ready with their class, we encourage parents to

‘Aussie Helpers’ support drought affected

go set up their deck chairs on the tennis courts.

families in all states and territories. During

Please be mindful that the areas do get

Christmas,

extremely busy, therefore allowing adequate

‘Aussie

Helpers’

purchase

Christmas hampers and donate these to

time

to

set

families who otherwise would go without at

understand that everyone wants to capture

Christmas time. These hampers contain

their child’s carol on video as this is an exciting

food for Christmas, toys, stock feed, Visa

experience, however please respect other

cards to buy gifts, feed or food, and other

family/community members as we often have

items for families in need. As a community,

parents blocking the view of others around

we are hoping to raise enough funds to

them.

purchase 10 of these hampers to support

understanding and look forward to a fantastic

our Australian farmers who are doing it

night of Carols.

We

up

thank

is

all

tough at this time of year.
The Preps have a raffle taking place, where
tickets can be purchased for 50 cents each

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au

Georgia Bell
Leading Teacher - Prep

recommended.

parents

for

We

their

Prep
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Devi
Subramaniam
Prep G

success.

Fun fun and more fun...!

We are ‘Reflective’...
It’s remarkable to look back and see
how fast this year has flown by! The
Preps have been making connections
to their final Unit of Inquiry by
reflecting on their very own personal
journey. They were ‘Thinkers’ when
describing the challenges they may
have faced in their own life journey
and were ‘Knowledgeable’ when
discussing the growth that they have
achieved towards the end of Prep!
Student Led Conferences have
provided the Prep students with an
opportunity
to
showcase
their
learning and progress in their first
year of Primary School. We would
like to thank all our parents/carers
and families who have supported the
teachers by volunteering in class and
excursion as well as ensuring that
homework is being completed at
home. This makes a world of a
difference in setting students up for

Students have worked really hard
throughout the year and towards the
last days of school in Term 4. They
are enjoying themselves with holiday
activities such as crafts, singing
festive songs, playing word/math
games, writing
holidays
letter,
creating holidays cards, reading
holiday
books,
decorating
our
classroom, creating our Christmas
Door and lots more! Students are
also excited about their journey to
Year 1 next year and have begun to
identify goals that they would like to
achieve in Year 1. Although the Prep
teachers will miss their students
dearly, we are very excited to see all
the amazing things that they will go
on to do in Year 1.

together
with
their
classroom
teachers to choose their song,
costumes and moves... so stay tuned
for a rocking show on Monday 16th
December 2019!

Raffle Tickets
During the Christmas Carols this
year, Preps will be taking action by
supporting Australian farmers and
their families, who are affected by the
ongoing drought. There will be raffles
that will be drawn towards the end of
our carols so do stay till the end to
find out if you have any winning

Prep Christmas Carols
This week our Prep classes have
been practising their carols. Students
have been working cooperatively
when deciding on elements that they
think will create a wonderful carol
performance. Students have come

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au
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Student-led Conferences

iPads and the School Break

We are so pleased that many parents were

Looking through some of the student’s camera

able to attend their child’s conference. The

rolls, we were surprised to see the quantity of

portfolios are a wonderful way to showcase

photos and clips. During the school holidays

key milestones of development across the

we would encourage you to check the content

school year. Another advantage of this

and decide which photos need to be saved.

interview process for students is the
opportunity to use the language of learning

Helen Welsh
Assistant Principal

with an audience and share their learning

Internal Transition Day

with the most important people in their lives

On the last day of term the students will be

– their parents. Recognising the changes in

going to their future classroom, with their future

attitude to learning and the breadth of the

class to meet and work with their new teacher.

learning

so

Your child will bring a letter home on Thursday

satisfying to see as educators. Teachers

with their teacher’s name and room number. All

also appreciate listening to each student

children will have at least one of the children

share

they indicated on their friendship list. Please

undertaken

their

this

learning

year

with

is

you.

remember at Alamanda the classes usually

Tegan Rattenbury
Year 1—Leading Teacher

Erik Stewart
Year 1—Acting Leading Teacher

Aimee Smart
Year 1—Acting Learning Specialist

Ellin Tideswell
Year 2—Leading Teacher
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work in classroom pods, with two classes

hours in planning and are responding to the

sharing the one portable. As happened this

needs

of

our

current

enrolled

students.

year, classes on each timetable will have
recess and lunch breaks together so that
friendships made this year beyond the
friendship

nominated,

can

be

for

Alamanda

been

The children are very excited and at the time of

developed to provide the best learning and

this newsletter going to print the “Carols on the

teaching environments for all children and

Boulevard” were still at rehearsal stage.

new teachers to the school. We hope you

Remember to bring a cushion for the children

can appreciate the thought and care that

to sit and a low chair for yourself as seating is

the educators take to develop the new

not provided on the night. We so hope you

class groups. To develop the school as the

enjoy this community event!

maintained.

Helen Welsh
Assistant Principal

groups

Carol Evenings
College

Class

groups

have

centre of the community, extending social
and friendship groups is a vital part of
ensuring connections. We have spent many

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au
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Reflection and Holiday Wishes

work with such dedicated staff and engaged

Parents, we would like to thank you for
participation and encouragement this year.

students. An amazing group of educators who
have “Dared to be Wise.”

We think you will agree that 2019 has been

As this will be our last Primary newsletter for

eventful

has

2019, I would like to wish everyone a Merry

endeavoured to ensure your child’s year at

Christmas and Happy New Year and a safe

school has been a success.

holiday for all.

and

that

everyone

I would like to thank in particular the
teachers and students in year levels 1 and
Helen Welsh
Assistant Principal

2, the Mini-school I have been working with
this year. The teachers’ endeavours have
made the students’ learning meaningful and
memorable. It is a pleasure and privilege to

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au

Helen Welsh
Assistant Principal - Years 1 & 2

Year One
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Year

One

students

investigating
Ourselves’

‘How
using

are

currently

We

Express

the

central

idea

‘Imagination is a powerful tool to extend
Dani Vagg
1F

our ability to create, think and express
ourselves’. Using the lines of inquiry ‘The
power

of

Imagination

Imagination’
helps

us

and
to

‘Our

consider

Starry Night
On this night butterflies are bright
We look at the stars all sparkly and light
We walk down town to everything at
night
We need to go home now to sleep

perspectives, feelings and emotions’.

Ill see you tomorrow night stars and you
will see me

Year One students have been looking at a

By Henry—1H

number of famous artists and using
Visible

Thinking

Routines,

such

as

‘colour, symbol and image’ and ‘See,
Think, Wonder’, to inquire into different

As the people sleep

forms of art.

The night is when the moon is bright

After looking at Starry Night, students had

The moon shines when all stars are
bright

to create their own poetry. They were
encouraged to use some of the features

When the people sleep

of a poem such as line breaks, varied

The moon is bright

sentence lengths and repetition. Students

By Kiaan—1H

used a range of descriptive language to
express themselves.

Starry Night

Concluding Week 10 the students have

The sky is bright and beautiful.

finished off a very busy week having

It shines in my eyes.

dedicated their time reflecting on their

The moon is bright as the sun
Oh, what a starry night.
By Mac— 1H

learning from Semester Two. Students
enthusiastically presented their learning
portfolios

with

their

families.

All

classrooms have been busy practising
and preparing for Christmas Carols which
will be held in Week 11.

1B’s Christmas Door

Starry Night

Thank you for a great year of learning and

The stars are glowing in the night

we look forward to seeing all our students

They sparkle and shine tonight

and families after the Summer break.

People are sleeping in their homes
The moon is up and the sun is down

Timetable B teachers:

The moon shines all night long

Dani Vagg, Ruth Moore, Aimee Smart

Everything and everyone is sleeping
By Maya— 1H
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and Sarah Dalton

Year Two

Molly Elford
2N
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It has been a very busy

having difficulties while doing their work.

couple

in

We love spending time together, with our

Grade 2 with the lead

classmates and using the PYP attitudes to

up to reports, student

reflect on how we have been working. We

led

and

had a terrific time creating our Christmas

the Christmas carols.

doors, working together as a class and

Everyone

getting excited for the Christmas carols in

of

weeks

conferences
has

been

working so well to prepare in sharing their
knowledge

learnt

throughout

this

Semester.
It has been a wonderful time working
together and helping our peers when

the last week of school.
We hope you enjoyed Grade 2 and have
a great time in Grade 3 next year!
By Chloe—2L, Neeyah—2L and the rest
of Year 2

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au
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Congratulations!

opportunity for everyone to meet and greet

What an amazing year 2019 has been. I’d
like to congratulate all the of the students
and staff on a most successful year; for
their hard work and the commitment they
show each and every day.
Hannah Newton
Assistant Principal

We have

completed six amazing Units of Inquiry, had
many incursions and excursions, two epic
school camps, and completed NAPLAN
(very successfully) amongst many other
events and adventures.

and

over the break. Please encourage your child to
be positive. Change is sometimes hard, but
often leads to new and wonderful friendships
and adventures.

It may only take one day

before they meet their new BFF! Our staff put
a huge amount of effort into selecting the best
class combinations, considering friendships
and class dynamics, alongside academic and
individual needs. If you have concerns, please
let us know, however rest assured your

I have loved my first year at Alamanda
College

before the holidays, so that everyone can relax

appreciate

the

children are always in good hands.

kindness,

enthusiasm and dedication of every staff
member and student here. So not only
Suzi Koneski
Year 3—Acting Leading Teacher

congratulations,

but

also

thank

you.

Thanks for a massive year, and here’s to
2020!

Student Led Conferences
Thank you to the many families who came and
shared a student led conference at school last
week.

What a fabulous opportunity for the

students to demonstrate their achievements
from throughout the year.

Carols
To end the year on a high note, I hope to
see you all at the Carols on the Boulevard
events throughout this week. The students
Chloe Curwood
Year 3—Acting Learning Specialist

and teachers have been practicing for
weeks, and the rehearsals have been
joyous and happy events. In the spirit of
carol singing, we invite you to join in with
the songs and the actions, supporting each
class on stage throughout the evening.
Don’t worry… booklets with all the lyrics will
be handed out on the night. See you there!

Jaymee Stigwood
Year 4—Leading Teacher

Transition Day
Each student will have a big day on
Thursday, spending the morning in their
new classroom with their new teacher and
fellow classmates.

Lauren McDonald
Year 4—Acting Learning Specialist
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This

will

be

an

Have a safe and happy holiday.
.
Hannah Newton
Assistant Principal - Years 3 & 4

Year Three
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What a big year it has been for our Grade

established, goals have been achieved and skills have been

Three students. It is with great pride that we

built. The students have approached their learning with a great

can look back at the many achievements of the

deal of curiosity and through this have established a greater

children. They have worked so hard to prepare

understanding of the complex world around them.

for, and achieve their very best in the NAPLAN
Alanna Askew
3E

tests. They showed courage, resilience and
enthusiasm during our two night stay at Camp

Oasis, which for many students, was the first experience staying

Some memorable moments for the students of
3E…

outside of the family home. Many new friendships have been
“Designing a dream house to measure area and perimeter”
By Louis

“Making nature inspired artworks by Emily Kame Kngwarreye in
our specialist Art classes”
by Arisha

“Sharing our personal learning journey about health and wellbeing, during our classroom exhibition”
By Mann

“Enjoying an excursion to the Royal Botanical Gardens in the
city to learn how to use nature to relax our mind and body”
By Arabella

“Getting exercise and having a fun day at the Primary Athletics
Carnival”
By Aaryan

“Watching and performing in the Camp Oasis talent show, and
the food was okay too”
By Joshua
“Moving into the class and meeting my new teacher, making
new friends and finding out more about them”
By Jessica and Aditi
“Building up courage to try new things”
By Michaella

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au
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… continued

Student Led Conferences
As we end Semester Two, students have been
reflecting deeply about their personal learning
journey. The students were beaming with pride
when sharing their work with family, carers
and friends during the Student Led Conferences. Teachers were so proud of the confident manner in which the Year Three students
were able to talk about their learning.

Preparing for Christmas
All of these achievements are cause for great
celebration. We have been enjoying practising
a carols. We are all putting in a lot of effort to
learn the dance moves and the song lyrics.
The unique Christmas doors are up and looking great, putting us all in the mood for some
Christmas Cheer.

3E wishes you a Holly Jolly Christmas
From Ms Askew and 3E

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au

Year Four

Andrea Taliana
4E
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What an exciting time
of
year
on
the
Alamanda
calendar
with Christmas just
around the corner!

Farmer’s doing it tough.

Have a look at our
creative
and
incredible doors!

I enjoyed camp because I had a chance
to be independent from my parents
by Lara—4E

The Year Four students have celebrated
their learning by sharing with their
families their Portfolios and are busy
practising for the annual carols nights. It
is going to be an amazing event where
money raised will be helping our Aussie

The Year Four students reflected on their
year and had the following to say:

The best part of the year was when I
made new friends
by Kaena— 4E
I liked using the visible thinking routines

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au

like PMI during Unit of Inquiry 5 about
climate change
by Stephanie— 4E
I liked researching information about
Global Warming and Climate Change in
Unit of Inquiry 5
by Duncan— 4E
I liked watching and learning about
different performing arts, especially the
way they communicate non-verbally
through colours, music, body language
and facial expressions
by Catherine— 4E
I liked making new friends, enjoyed

Year Four
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… continued
Tackers 1 Sailing where I learned to
gybe, tack and capsize, and reading
horrible histories books
by Cody— 4E

learnt some amazing things and got to
have fun with my friends
by Riley— 4B

My best experience of Year Four was
camp were my group participated in
Alamanda’s Got Talent
by Suhaan—4E

My best experience of year 4 was in Unit

and all that they have achieved and wish
them every success as they enter Year 5
in 2020.

of Inquiry 6 because we looked at the
ethics about buying Nike products when
we watched a short documentary, odd

Wishing

you

all

a

safe,

fun

and

memorable holiday with family and friends
as we say goodbye to 2019 and welcome
in 2020.

bunch and Woolworths excursion, Jake
My best memory from 2019 was when we
did individual investigations for unit of
inquiry three, where we researched into
exploration. I researched into what is
furthest away we have explored
by Woori—4B

from StartSmart and financial decision

Andrea Taliana and Abe Ranner and the

making

Year Four Team

By Anirudh— 4E

We are proud of the Year Four students
My favourite subject this year was food
technology because it was fun to make all
the different food from around the world
by Aarav— 4B
My best memory from 2019 was when we
went to science works. We got to see a
lightning show and it was funny when
they made the confetti move with static
electricity
by Rafa— 4B
This year I enjoyed practicing my
swimming and getting to represent
Alamanda College at a swimming
carnival. It was challenging and
rewarding
by Angie— 4B
I enjoyed science and camp because I

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au
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Carmen Sacco
Assistant Principal

We have come to the end of another busy

academic achievement and behaviour, in line

year, lots of learning has taken place and

with the attributes of the learner profile. The

there is so much to celebrate. This is our

evening further acknowledged two students in

final week of school and there are many

particular,

exciting events yet to take place.

Srididharan who were the recipients of the

Congratulations to all the Year Five and Six
children for their outstanding effort this
year, the learning that has taken place has
been extraordinary. I had the privilege of
Kate Franco
Year 5—Learning Specialist

Academic

Selina

Choo

Excellence

and

Award

and

Akshath
Kayla

Morison and Shreya Nand, who were the
recipients of the PYP Award. Congratulations
to all our well deserving students.

reading all of the reports and be reminded

I would like to wish all of our year six students

of all the great learning that has taken

as they begin a new journey in their lives the

place. I am very proud to be part of the

very best on their future endeavours and to

Year Five and Six Team, the teachers and

continue to be ambitious and inspired to follow

children have worked very hard to achieve

their dreams.

such pleasing results.

I would like to welcome all the year five
students on becoming the grade six leaders of
the junior school. Best wishes to all of the

Year Six
Deanna Kotevski
Year 5—Acting Learning Specialist

children as they journey to grade six.

We are honoured to celebrate the Year Six
Graduation on Thursday 5th of December.
This year denoted a very special occasion
as we witnessed our very first prep
students graduate.
The night was an opportunity to celebrate
and reflect on the many years that the
students have contributed to the

Patrick Nelson
Year 6—Acting Leading Teacher

school,

while also celebrating the opportunities that
they will have as they move on to the next
phase of their education. “Graduation is
not the end but the beginning”.

It is

exciting to think of what our graduates will
create in their next years and how the
things that they do, will inspire and change
the world.
Over the course of the year, teachers have
Heidi Spiers
Year 6—Acting Learning Specialist

been looking out for students who have
displayed exceptional persistence, effort,

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au
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Christmas Carols
16th-18th December 2019

sharing this with you.
The students have worked hard in collecting

This is certainly going to be an exciting

evidence of their learning in their e-portfolios,

event.

reviewing

The

children

are

oozing

with

excitement and can’t wait for the evening to
arrive. The teachers and children have
been practising their carols daily and are
sounding just wonderful. I can’t wait to see
Carmen Sacco
Assistant Principal

you there joining in on all the excitement.
The evening will begin at 6:30 with children

their

goals

and

sharing

their

reflections about their learning.
All

students

demonstrated

enthusiasm,

confidence

commitment,
and

great

communication skills throughout this learning
journey.

expected to arrive in their classroom at 6:00

I would like to thank all parents for taking the

pm ready for a 6:30pm start.

time to attend the Student Led Conferences

Grades performing Monday evening are:
Timetable A will perform on Monday, 16th
December 2019
5A, 5B, 5C
6A, 6B, 6C
Timetable B will perform on Tuesday, 17th
December 2019

where you were able to witness your child’s
achievements and partaking in a valuable
conversation in relation to their learning goals.
Grades for 2020
The children will have the opportunity to meet
and greet their new peers and teacher on
Thursday 19th of December. This is a valuable
opportunity for children to get to know the new
students

in

the

grade,

establishing

new

5D, 5E, 5G,

friendships. A note will come home outlining

6E, 6F, 6G

the name of your child’s new teacher and the

Grade performing on Wednesday, 18th

room they will be in.

December 2019

I would like to thank all parents for their valued

5H, 5I, 5J

of our learning community. I wish you all a very

6H, 6I.
:

Reports and Student Led
Conferences
Monday 9th, Tuesday 10th and Wednesday
11th December 2019 were exciting days for
students where they had the opportunity to
participate in a Student Led Conference.
This was a great opportunity for the
children to share and reflect on their hard
work and achievements made throughout
Semester Two and were excited about

Tel: (03) 8376 5200 Email: alamanda.k9@edumail.vic.gov.au

contributions and for being an active member
happy and safe Christmas and look forward to
working with you in 2020.

Partners in education
Carmen Sacco
Assistant Principal - Years 5 & 6 Learning
Community

Year Five
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white roller coaster which bordered the

challenge

4 of December. We all

park. There were so many fun and

activity using Thinking Hats. This task

shouted in amazement

awesome rides like The Scissors and

helped us gain a deeper understanding of

when our bus drove

Power Surge. As you went further into the

art work by answering a variety of

past

of

park there was an arcade with video

questions from each hat. We looked at

Tasmania. Just a few

games and also dodgem cars. So many

different

kilometres away from

people had fun, making it one of the best

deforestation of the Amazon Rainforest,

days for the Year Fives!

bush fires and un-contacted tribes who

It was Wednesday the
th

Auburn Youla
5I

The

Spirit

Melbourne’s ultimate destination of fun,
Luna Park! The students of Grade 5
were sent for a day of fun for their last
unit of inquiry of the year. After the long
bus ride, we could finally see the big

We are completing our last unit of inquiry
which is on The Arts and how it
represents social and ethical issues. Our
central idea is ‘The Arts reflect and
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society’.

visual

5I

arts

completed

related

to

an

the

were being invaded by loggers and
miners. Did you know every minute a size
of a football pitch is cleared from the
Amazon Rainforest?

Year Five
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… continued
To wrap up the awesome year and to
introduce the festive season, classes
from Prep to Grade 6 around the school
were asked to practise for the end of the
year Christmas Carols and create a
Christmas door. Christmas carols will
take place from the 16th of December to
the 18th. Every class will have a different
song. 5I are doing the carol ‘You’re a
mean one, Mr Grinch’. In the theme of
our choice for the carols, our class is
painting The Grinch on our Christmas
door. We hope to see you all there!

By Prithvi Hariharasudhan and Ethan
Chan 5I.

Luna Park Mosaic Art

5I having a blast on the dodgem cars
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5I students Lila and Dhriti waiting in line to ride
Power Surg

Year Six
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It has been a huge
couple

of

weeks

in

Grade Six. The end of
our
Patrick Nelson
6B

year

packed
highlights
students

has
with

been
many

as

our

have

made

the most of their last days in the primary
school!

Transition Day
Grade Six students were given a glimpse
into their future last week on the Grade
Six to 7 Transition Day. Hosted by the
Year 7 team and the secondary elective
teachers, our soon-to-be high schoolers
were given an inside look at how things
will work next year. With questions
answered on topics ranging from lockers
to uniform to timetables, the day was very
informative and put many minds to ease.

Graduation
Our Grade Six students celebrated their
primary years in style at our graduation
evening.

Many

proud

parents

and

teachers looked on to see our class of
2019 receive their certificates and the
traditional celebratory owls. It was an
extra special night for the school as this
cohort of students contains some of
Alamanda College’s very first preps.
The Grade Six team wishes to thank all
parents for attending and make particular
mention of the many members of staff
from across the school who stayed back

parents and staff showed the Alamanda
community at its very best!

Grade Six team is very proud of all
students who presented, as we were able

In addition to meeting many new faces,

to sit back and watch just how impressive

our students were blown away by the brief

these students have become at the end of

sample of the secondary electives that will

their primary years.

be on offer next year. Since returning
from the day, the Grade Six students
have been unable to stop discussing
science, photography, textiles, wood tech
and many more.

Adventure Park and Swimming
Sports
Our students had the bathers on two days

Grade Six Students will have their second

in a row last week! First at our end-of-year

transition session on the morning of the

celebration trip to Adventure Park in

last day of school (Thursday December

Geelong, then at the Year 5-9 Swimming

19), where they will meet their homeroom

Carnival at Werribee Pool. On both days

class and teachers.

the

Grade

Six

students

represented

Alamanda College with aplomb and made

and put in so much effort to making the
night special. The positivity from both the

the many goals achieved in this year. The

the most of some cloudy weather to have

Student-Led Conferences
Across the school, students have been
presenting their portfolios with pride,
reflecting on their learning journeys and
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fun in the water.

